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Rating Systems
Neighborhood Development
LEED-ND: Built Project
LEED-ND: Plan
Certified Plan
Letter of Support
Program Offerings (for LEED-ND: Plan)
The project is using IP units.
The project is using SI units.
Letter of Support
Classify the project under one or more of the following MLO lighting zones:
LZ0: No ambient lighting
LZ1: Low ambient lighting
LZ2: Moderate ambient lighting
LZ3: Moderately high ambient lighting
LZ4: High ambient lighting
LZ0 typically includes wilderness areas, parks, preserves, and undeveloped rural areas.
LZ1 typically includes rural and low density residential areas.
LZ2 typically includes light commercial and high density or mixed use residential.
LZ3 is typically the default zone for a business district in large cities.
LZ4 is not appropriate for most cities. It is usually reserved for high density entertainment or industrial areas.
Uplight and Light Trespass
Describe the exterior lighting strategies that will be used to reduce light trespass at the project site for both residential and nonresidential areas.
Exterior Lighting for Circulation Network
Describe the street lighting strategies that will be used to reduce light trespass at the project site.  If applicable, describe any ornamental luminaires within the circulation network.
For projects with private portions of the circulation network
No lighting will be installed on the portions of the circulation network that are not governed by national, state, or other superseding regulations, unless conditions warrant the need for street lighting.
Covenants, Conditions, and Restrictions
Covenants, conditions, and restrictions (CC&R) or other binding documents will require continued adherence to the light pollution reduction requirements.
Letter of Support Summary
Date
Name
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Incomplete.  Please complete the highlighted fields and/or address any omissions in the Special Circumstances section.
Classify the project under one or more of the following MLO lighting zones:
LZ0: No ambient lighting
LZ1: Low ambient lighting
LZ2: Moderate ambient lighting
LZ3: Moderately high ambient lighting
LZ4: High ambient lighting
LZ0 typically includes wilderness areas, parks, preserves, and undeveloped rural areas.
LZ1 typically includes rural and low density residential areas.
LZ2 typically includes light commercial and high density or mixed use residential.
LZ3 is typically the default zone for a business district in large cities.
LZ4 is not appropriate for most cities. It is usually reserved for high density entertainment or industrial areas.
Upload: Site lighting planProvide a site lighting plan depicting the project boundary, the property lines (if different from the project boundary), the lighting boundary, any additional properties included in the lighting boundary (if applicable), the location and label of all exterior luminaires within the project boundary (both exempt and nonexempt), and any relevant project site conditions.
Select one of the following options for uplight compliance for residential areas:
Project teams must use either the BUG method (Option 1) or the calculation method (Option 2) to demonstrate compliance. Project teams may use different options for uplight and light trespass.
Option 1. BUG rating method
Option 2. Calculation method
Uplight
Residential Areas
Option 1. BUG Rating Method
Upload: Luminaire schedule
Provide a luminaire schedule showing the uplight rating of each unique luminaire (lamp/ballast combination) in the orientation and tilt specified in the project design. If there are multiple orientations/tilts, show the uplight rating for each orientation/tilt.
If the luminaire schedule includes information for both uplight and light trespass, it only needs to be uploaded once. Each fixture must have a BUG rating of no more than B2-U2-G2
Table: Lumens emitted above horizontal
Option 2. Calculation Method
Luminaire Description
Quantity of 
Installed Luminaires
Lumens 
per 
Luminaire
Lumens Above Horizontal
Total Luminaire Lumens
Total Luminaire Lumens Above Horizontal
Total
Percentage above horizontal (%)
Lighting zone allowable percentage above horizontal (%)
Luminaire Lumens
Percentage of total lumens emitted above horizontal must be less than or equal to the percentage allowed by the most stringent lighting zone.
Project teams must use either the BUG method (Option 1) or the calculation method (Option 2) to demonstrate compliance. Project teams may use different options for uplight and light trespass.
Select one or more of the following options for light trespass compliance for residential areas:
Option 1. BUG rating method
Option 2. Calculation method
Light Trespass
Option 1. BUG Rating Method
Upload: Luminaire schedule 
Provide a luminaire schedule showing the backlight and glare ratings of each unique luminaire (lamp/ballast combination) in the orientation and tilt specified in the project design. If there are multiple orientations/tilts, show the backlight and glare ratings for each orientation/tilt. Also include the mounting height for each unique luminaire (photometric center of the luminaire above grade).
If the luminaire schedule includes information for both uplight and light trespass, it only needs to be uploaded once. Each fixture must have a BUG rating of no more than B2-U2-G2
Option 2. Calculation Method
Upload: Vertical illuminance calculations 
Provide the greatest vertical illuminance value for each of the vertical calculation planes at the lighting boundary. Also provide the calculation grid for the one vertical plane that has the greatest vertical illuminance (worst case scenario) with the point of the greatest illuminance highlighted.
Select one of the following options for uplight compliance for all other areas:
Project teams must use either the BUG method (Option 1) or the calculation method (Option 2) to demonstrate compliance. Project teams may use different options for uplight and light trespass.
Option 1. BUG rating method
Option 2. Calculation method
All Other Areas
Uplight
Option 1. BUG Rating Method
Upload: Luminaire schedule
Provide a luminaire schedule showing the uplight rating of each unique luminaire (lamp/ballast combination) in the orientation and tilt specified in the project design. If there are multiple orientations/tilts, show the uplight rating for each orientation/tilt.
If the luminaire schedule includes information for both uplight and light trespass, it only needs to be uploaded once.
Table: Lumens emitted above horizontal
Option 2. Calculation Method
Luminaire Description
Quantity of 
Installed Luminaires
Lumens 
per 
Luminaire
Lumens Above Horizontal
Total Luminaire Lumens
Total Luminaire Lumens Above Horizontal
Total
Percentage above horizontal (%)
Lighting zone allowable percentage above horizontal (%)
Luminaire Lumens
Percentage of total lumens emitted above horizontal must be less than or equal to the percentage allowed by the most stringent lighting zone.
Project teams must use either the BUG method (Option 1) or the calculation method (Option 2) to demonstrate compliance. Project teams may use different options for uplight and light trespass.
Select one or more of the following options for light trespass compliance for all other areas:
Option 1. BUG rating method
Option 2. Calculation method
Light Trespass
Option 1. BUG Rating Method
Upload: Luminaire schedule 
Provide a luminaire schedule showing the backlight and glare ratings of each unique luminaire (lamp/ballast combination) in the orientation and tilt specified in the project design. If there are multiple orientations/tilts, show the backlight and glare ratings for each orientation/tilt. Also include the mounting height for each unique luminaire (photometric center of the luminaire above grade).
If the luminaire schedule includes information for both uplight and light trespass, it only needs to be uploaded once.
Option 2. Calculation Method
Upload: Vertical illuminance calculations 
Provide the greatest vertical illuminance value for each of the vertical calculation planes at the lighting boundary. Also provide the calculation grid for the one vertical plane that has the greatest vertical illuminance (worst case scenario) with the point of the greatest illuminance highlighted.
Upload: Fixture scheduleProvide a fixture schedule that includes a list of street lighting luminaires and information demonstrating the shielding (e.g. a typical detail, fixture spec sheets, manufacturer data, or photographs).
Exterior Lighting for Circulation Network
For projects with private portions of the circulation network
No lighting has been installed on the portions of the circulation network that are not governed by national, state, or other superseding regulations, unless conditions warrant the need for street lighting.
For projects with nonexempt ornamental luminaires within the circulation network
Upload: Ornamental luminaire scheduleProvide an ornamental luminaire schedule showing the uplight rating of each unique ornamental luminaire (lamp/ballast combination) in the orientation and tilt specified in the project design. If there are multiple orientations/tilts, show the uplight rating for each orientation/tilt.
Covenants, Conditions, and Restrictions
Covenants, conditions, and restrictions (CC&R) or other binding documents require continued adherence to the light pollution reduction requirements.
Date
Name
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Incomplete.  Please complete the highlighted fields and/or address any omissions in the Special Circumstances section.
Special Circumstances
Describe the circumstances limiting the project team's ability to provide the submittals required in this form. Be sure to reference what additional documentation has been provided, if any. Non-standard documentation will be considered upon its merits. (Optional)
Upload: Special circumstances
Provide any additional documentation that supports the claim to special circumstances. (Optional)
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